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About This Game

Recruits is a brutal fast paced top down shooter that puts the lives of countless amounts of soldiers in your command. Lead your
men to victory and see them progress through the ranks, show them defeat and they will be lost forever.

Your role as a commander puts you in charge of managing a platoon of soldiers during the war. Take men into battle one squad
at a time to accomplish your missions, along the way gaining experience and respect that allows you to better equip and

customize your soldiers.

Only by keeping your men alive, gaining medals and awards and defeating an overwhelming amount of enemies can you hope to
be victorious during this time in history.

Recruits is in ALPHA, meaning that is is currently not finished. DO NOT PURCHASE THIS GAME unless you are happy to
contribute to the development and play it with bugs and issues. This game is on Steam so that it can reach a wider audience and

players can help contribute to the active development of Recruits.
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Current Features

General Gameplay – Full body dismemberment and gore, weather effects, physics and destruction and time of day
lighting effects.

Variety of Mission Objectives – Including kill all enemies, destroy all buildings, covert operations and survival
situations.

Soldier Progression – Permanent death, enlisted rank progression, personal attributes and customizable nicknames and
load outs.

Special Abilities and Weapons – As a Commander, earn respect points to unlock upgraded weaponry and special
abilities such as Airstrikes and Cluster Bombs.

Squad Orders – A right click command menu in singleplayer gives you the ability to give basic commands to your
squad members.

Game Modes – Singleplayer campaign missions, online multiplayer death match and team death match.

Controllable Vehicles – Helicopters and Tanks with specifically tailored missions and environments for them.

Updates – Updates for fixes and feedback from players to improve the game in all aspects.

Future Features

More Mission Objectives - Rescue prisoners of war, assassinate enemy leaders and base patrols are just a few.

In-depth Soldier Progression – Platoon role stat bonuses, visual soldier customization and more.

Special Abilities and Weapons – Larger variety of weaponry and more special abilities including Napalm, Mortar
Strikes, Airdrops, Chemical Sprays reinforcements and more.

Context Sensitive Command Menu – Greater and more precise control over the squad A.I.

Soldier Morale – Events in game effecting the mood and effectiveness of your soldiers in battles.

More Game Modes – Introduction of online and local co-op, capture the flag and more.

Medals and Awards – Earn special stat boosts by performing heroic events in game.

Steam Integration – Steam Achievements.

Overall Game Improvements – Bugs and fixes, along with making the game easier to play and understand for all users.
This game is still being developed and will always be updated to improve the overall usability.

Facebook - http://www.facebook.com/commotiongames
Twitter - http://www.twitter.com/commotiongame

Youtube - http://www.youtube.com/user/commotiongame
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Title: Recruits
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
QUByte Interactive, Commotion Games Pty Ltd
Publisher:
Commotion Games Pty Ltd
Release Date: 31 Jul, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3 (32-bit only), Windows Vista, or Windows 7

Processor: 2.0+ GHz multi-core processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: SM3-compatible

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: 3 Button Mouse Recommended

English
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Game only reminds of the various flash games I used to play at school as young...
I truly can't find anything positive to say, but neither anything very negative...

But the songs are very short, and you get tired of them fast.
The game's too easy, in my opinion.
The graphics could use an overhaul(I know it's suppose to be simple pixelated but more could have been done.), and the sprites
for the collectibles are ... really small...

The game's intend to make you die is just if you rush it due to the lest previeous rushing levels.
Remember this is just one persons opinion :)

0\/10. The game looks very good graphicaly! I bought it to continue my F1 carrer since F1 2010!
The carrer mode looks interesting and the menu , the interviews are things that are missing in F1 2012!
I recommend it if you are a die hard F1 fan!
My rating 0/10 is  8.5 . Wow! What a great game! It's something unique and intriguing with a great and friendly community
willing to help and teach!. Nice little exploration/puzzle game with some orbital mechanics. I haven't played co-op yet but I
realy like it single-player.. I have to start with a positive: the concept is a good one. Rescuing people who trapped in a prison
overrun by zombies is a cool idea. The problem with this game is the execution. From the start it doesn't even let you choose the
language before you enter the game; luckily changing languages wasn't too difficult to figure out. Then the game took a long
long time to load with nothing but a blank screen and at first I thought it had crashed.

Once in the game it gives you no clear indication of how to reload the weapon. It was only once I got frustrated and flicked the
gun upwards that I realised that method was in fact the way to reload. Things are pretty easy to figure out after that but the game
just doesn't play very well.

Many of the zombies are lying on the floor when you first encounter them and only awaken when you are standing right next to
them. If you shoot them while they are lying down their death animation is triggered and they instantly stand up only to fall over.
In addition, the zombie animation is pretty poor, but that is fairly standard for a lot of VR games.

The worst thing is probably the inaccuracy of the guns and this is a particular problem because the ammunition is fairly limited.
I ran out of bullets trying to complete one of the cell block sequences and couldn't leave the area until all the zombies were dead.
This migh not be such an issue in other games where you can resort to you melee weapon but in this game your bullets your only
means of hurting the zombies. You can't punch them, push them away or hit them with your empty weapons. Without bullets
you are completely defenceless and this makes absolutely no sense.

This game is far too early in its development cycle to have been released for sale. This sort of thing shouldn't even be allowed as
early access. Get the game working properly first and then use the early access period to add features. This was a total
disappointment and has become the first game on Steam that I have requested a refund for. It's a real shame as this feels like a
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wasted opportunity.. 2 Stars - Conceptually fine, but lacking overall depth and heavy grinding expectation.

A tactical tunr based Xcom wannabe , this can provide some reasonable play time. However to continue through levels,
significant grinding is required, and there isnt sufficient replayabiltiy to really get this off the ground.

Pros
Turn based tactics, different team members have different styles

Cons
Lacks depth
Grinding orientated
. Nope, just no... Don't waste your time.. A rather fast-paced game that resembles fun the size of a skyscraper, with the speed of
a taxi meter.
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Cool little experience. Definitely wish there was more.. This is how RPG Maker games should be done.. Don't be enticed into
playing web spice by the interesting art style. It's a pretty cheap Space Invaders copy with not much to offer in the way of
gameplay. The gameplay trailer is almost entirely sped up, but when you the play the game you will be stuck at normal speed.
The art style and animation are pretty good for a small indie game, but the game just isn't fun to play.

I paid $0.49 for this game as part of a discounted bundle, and feel that I did not get my money's worth.. Jolly Rover is a perfect
example of everything that stinks about adventure games.

The solutions to the puzzles don't always make logical sense; you find yourself just clicking wildly on every item and every
square inch of each room until you "solve" the puzzle. Bor-ing! If the "humor" was actually funny, or if there was a story to be
told, I might have enjoyed Jolly Rover more. But it wasn't, and there wasn't, so I didn't.

Steer clear of this wreck. I suggest the more thoughtful "Puzzle Agent", instead.. Right now only the bare basics are there but
I'm very interested about where this is gonna go. It has some already great city building mechanics and some potentional defense
and battle mechanics that I feel are similar to stronghold crusader. Looking forward to more.
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